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By Jonathan Openshaw

The ecommerce revolution of the late 1990s and early 2000s brought about such a dramatic shift in the retail sector
that some commentators were quick to declare the death of bricks and mortar altogether.

Bytes had replaced atoms, it was thought, and soon we would dispense with physical stores altogether in favor of the
cool, digital efficiency of online.

Certainly, retail was dramatically disrupted by these advancements in technology, but the last few years have
witnessed a fascinating renaissance in the bricks-and-mortar model.

Dwell on it
Instead of trying to compete with the speed of online, many physical stores are refocusing on what they do best:
providing touch points with consumers and building brands, rather than just flogging units.

At its most extreme, this trend is leading to stores that actively frustrate the consumer's journey to purchase instead
of trying to speed them to checkout. Dwell time now becomes more important than spend.
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Following the logic that if you get consumers to emotionally invest in your brand through physical interactions, they
are more likely to financially invest in the brand at a later date, perhaps through your ecommerce offer.

We call this trend "Explorium Retail" and have been tracking it for over a year now, scouring the globe for best-in-
class examples.

South Korean eyewear brand Gentle Monster provides a master class here.

Originally launched as an online-only brand back in 2011, its  buoyant ecommerce offer meant that the move into
bricks and mortar was freed from the tyranny of transactions. Instead of peddling specs, Gentle Monster stores
peddle stories, and they now boast several immersive and challenging showrooms.

"We believe inspiring spaces help to sell products," said Jae Ho Bae, head of interiors at Gentle Monster. "Customers
don't remember products when they visit a space, they remember the architecture and artwork curated within the
space."

One of the brand's most ambitious showrooms to date houses the Quantum Project, an ever-evolving space that
changes on a 25-day turnaround, working with local artists and designers on each new reincarnation.
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"Stores are not just about consumption anymore, they are platforms for connection, participation and mystery," said
Martin Kwaskowski, creative director at Milligram studio and one of the retail experts we spoke with in researching
this trend.

"Instead of just creating a story, brands need to share their value system and allow multiple stories to emerge," he
said.

A more mainstream example comes in the form of Samsung's latest flagship space in New York, 837.

Launched earlier this year and described as a digital playground rather than a retail concept, the space is packed
with everything from interactive artworks to performance spaces.

Everything, that is, apart from product: consumers are not actually able to buy anything at 837. Instead, the focus is on
interaction and experience.
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A similar logic can be traced in recent luxury initiatives such as Louis Vuitton's Series 3 space launched in London
last year, where creative director Nicolas Ghesquire and set designer Es Devlin collaborated to create a rich and
immersive brand experience that went beyond retail.

Has legs
The Explorium Retail trend is not only limited to luxury and technology, however. We are tracking it across retail
categories.

The recently launched Nike Studio in Beijing, for example, eschews the bold simplicity associated with sportswear
retail spaces in favor of a moody, challenging environment that aims to push consumers to their physical peak and
unlock their mental potential.

Nike Studio created by Coordination As ia, Beijing

The Adidas run base in Berlin also combines aspects of a wellness and nutrition center, delivering far more to their
consumers than trainers and t-shirts.

This renaissance in physical formats needs to be seen within the broader context of the move towards an
experience economy, where many consumers especially in the luxury sector are looking for emotion and access
rather than just acquisition.

According to recent research from Harris Poll, 78 percent of millennials would now choose to spend money on an
experience or event over buying a desirable object.

That statistic is a staggering and perhaps alarming figure for retailers who are wedded to flogging merchandize and
gives pause for thought about how we approach our physical retail spaces in the future.

Instead of the luxury flagship model of gleaming glass and cool marble, we may be seeing the rise of "brandships":
convergence spaces where consumers can explore anything from culture to fitness or education.

The aim here is to get people to linger for longer, exposing them to your brand message and building loyalty.

IT  IS A bold new world for retailers to engage in and one that demands a business plan that can encompass the long
game rather than immediate dividends.

The ultimate prize is engaging with consumers on a lifelong journey rather than just making a swift buck.
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1. LM says:

September 12, 2016 at 11:00 am
As a consumer and a retail business owner, consumers are not looking to find “emotions” and “experiences,” they’re the same.
The problem is that the industry wants so badly to think that selling products and success is from a deep formula that can
somehow replace the basics. It doesn’t. It’s real simple in the retail business: Create a product people want, make an effort to sell
it. Not that deep.
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